
For some support organizations, the new remote working reality has made internal
collaboration and information sharing more important than ever.
 
However, for many others, building a more autonomous, efficient, confident
support team has long been a north star.
 
In our most recent customer survey—sent to over 2,500 people working in customer
experience—we set out to uncover how they’re doing it. Here’s what they told us.

Survey Data:

How top CX leaders are building confident,
autonomous (remote) support teams

Employees struggle to keep up with internal change

Without an established single source of truth, individual business units tend to
create their own—meaning knowledge silos are bound to pop up. Agents wind up
scrambling to find critical, evolving information amongst a variety of systems, only
to question if that information is accurate once they do find it.



Accessing knowledge
autonomously is critical
for driving efficiency

Siloed and untrustworthy
knowledge leads agents to
just go directly to the source
—resulting in wasted time
and frustration for both the
knowledge seeker and the
subject matter expert
answering the same question
time and time again.

Key milestones could be at risk

A culture of trusted knowledge sharing has huge benefits to company-wide goals
and objectives. Without Guru, our customers’ ability to roll out new technology,
onboard new hires, release new products, and more would be at risk.
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Across the board, support teams work better when agents feel equipped with the
knowledge they need to work autonomously. For knowledge sharers and seekers
alike, Guru helps people focus on their most high-impact work.
 
Percentage of survey respondents who said they saw at least a 1-5% increase in
key CX  metrics:

3 important capabilities make empowerment possible

To increase team-wide productivity, confidence, and efficiency, support leaders
tell us they need to make information readily available wherever their agents are
working, push information proactively based on context, and show that
information is actively kept up to date by an expert.

Dynamic, accessible information has a major impact

Handle time 1st contact resolution Cases resolved per hour/person

94% 92% 97%

Don’t take their word for it. Use Guru for free to deliver your CX team the expert
knowledge they need wherever they’re working.

https://www.getguru.com/pricing

